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Wilkins Farming Ltd
1018 Waipounamu Road
No 6 RD
GORE

We would like to offer you the opportunity to assess our line-up of 2 year old Red Sire Stags for sale 
this season by auction on 14th December 2012, our second sale at the Hawkes Bay property of 
George and Laura Williams “Te Maire”. 

We are confident you will be impressed with our continued progress in the stock we will be presenting 
through the direction of our breeding programme including stockmanship, BVs including 12 mth 
growth rate and meat yield or carcass lean BV (CLBV) in particular along with other characteristics 
you may look for in a new sire stag. These CLBVs are well above industry averages for this trait!  

This years sale line up proved their genetic merit when reviewing the 15 month live weights where 
recorded 10 February 2012 averaged in the mid 150’s with the top stag recording a live weight of 
184kgs on this date.”

If you are serious about breeding for venison production it is important to understand the work we 
are doing on carcass yield and what returns this could give you as a venison farmer. This is detailed 
further in this catalogue and on our website. Our Deer Breeding also featured on Stud Tour TV 
programme on channel 99, this programme can be reviewed on our web site or ruraltv.co.nz.

It is also exciting that there are number of new industry initiatives ranging from DPT (Deer Progeny 
Test - www.deeresearch.org.nz), PIP (production improvement program) and meat yield information 
and  payments are becoming a reality that will back up the value of production enhancing genetics.

We are comfortable we can provide you with a sire that will enhance your production including the 
antler structure the Eastern’s provide or whatever your goals maybe.  With the continued market 
outlook for venison looking solid, financial return on production enhancing genetics will be very 
valuable.

We look forward to seeing you at our sale or hope to hear from you in the near future if you have any 
queries or interest in our deer breeding program or feedback from past purchases.

Yours in farming,

Michael Wilkins
Wilkins Farming Limited 
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Originally Sharrow Farm (now known as Wilkins Farming Ltd) supplied large numbers of hinds in the 
pioneering days of deer farming for corporations such as Eastern Deer Corporation in the Hawkes 
Bay and Land Corp throughout the South Island along with smaller Southland based operations.

Deer breeding has spanned over four decades now.  Wilkins Farming has been breeding for body 
weight and velvet/trophy from various NZ and European bloodlines.  Bloodlines bought from Rob 
Brookes in the 80’s and 90’s are based mainly on King Richard from Festl bloodlines Germany, 
amongst various other European parks.

These German genetics have been crossed with Hungarian bloodlines at Wilkins Farming in the mid 
90s with a son of Kapos called Fredrich, Fredrich’s velvet and body weights speak for themselves, 
and the progeny he left is certainly eye catching. Wilkins Farming Ltd has reviewed and bred from 
deer, from most of the well know parks and studs in Europe and NZ. 

Since 2001 artificial insemination (AI) has been a big part of introducing new genetics to our herd 
from top industry sires. These programs ranged in size starting with 50 hinds in 2001 to 800 in 
2008.  On the back of AI since 2004 we have been using embryo transfer (ET) to help speed up 
the multiplication of the animals, influencing breeding for specific traits. We have also breed and 
purchased top sires for venison growth and maternal traits.  The quality of these sires is now the back 
bone of our breeding program and we rely less on AI and ET.  

To continue our genetic and production improvement we have recently purchased the Stanfield 
Eastern Stud in 2008.  This stud was established by Clive and Elsie Jermy who pioneered the 
importation of Eastern red deer to New Zealand.  This enforces our goal of using the best genetics 
available and the use of the latest technology, including CT and ultrasound scanning.  

Besides the recorded stock we have been continuously striving to breed European red deer for 
growth rate and trophy/velvet for large-scale commercial use.

Mission Statement Background History

“Breeding for the Future”

Our aim is to produce high value from an efficient maternal 
weight hind through the use of the latest technology and  

best genetics available.

Pictured: 144/Orange/05 at 4 years
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TE MAIRE, George and Laura Williams,  
678 Matheson Road, Hawkes Bay

The Williams family are established farmers in the area with vast experience in farming deer.  They 
have been farming deer for 25 years, and are the 3rd generation of Williams on Te Maire. We are 
grateful to George and Laura for helping us bring our stags to the North Island.

NORTH ISLAND/SOUTH ISLAND SALES

All stags sold at both these sales are bred on the home property in Southland.  As spikers these 
stags have been sorted with an allocation trucked to the North Island prior to button drop before the 
sale date.

At present the South Island sale is the larger of the two sales, the difference in the offering is the top 
five stags bred for venison and top pure Easterns from proven antler breeding lineage will be sold 
from the home farm in Southland.  After this point we have drafted the stags one for one on genetic 
merit, splitting the stags between the two sales.

Direction Host Farm

Through recording it is easier to mate the right hind to the right stag for specific goals. We are 
continuously establishing and reviewing Breed values and DNA profiles of our animals to enhance 
the accuracy of our monitoring.

Our main focus is breeding an animal that will be an efficient breeder of venison.  
To do this you need to have the right genetics and feed.

Approximately 90 % of our herd has a breeding focus on the following five principles:

1. A Red hind herd should have an average adult body weight of 110 to 120 kgs, creating 
satisfactory breeding efficiency. 

2. Once this has been achieved you are on the front foot to getting this progeny to the high 
value early spring market.  To achieve this market it is also important to select on the 
growth rate from weaning to 100kgs.   

3. High carcass yield and high value meat cuts, breeding a higher value animal. 

4. Temperament, fertility and calving date all play a part in having a successful breeding 
programme. 

5. Strong velvet and trophy genetic base means these stags may still perform well beyond 
the venison market. The balance of our herd is still selected especially to breed trophy deer 
that are velveted until they reach their breeding potential. Then trophy value is realised, 
adding residual value to the sire when it comes to the end of its breeding worth.

In relation to point 3, we are currently in our nineth season of collecting on farm measurements of 
carcass loin for meat quality traits through ultrasound scanning, measuring eye muscle area of live 
deer.  We are also making use of the Vio-scan services for meat yield at Invermay in Mosgiel, to add 
value to our breeding programme to further enhance carcass value.

We are using a wide range of genetics to achieve these goals, enabling us to have a large number 
of options for cross breeding. The genetics being sourced, we believe, are the best available in the 
world to our knowledge that we can access for the specific traits we are breeding for.

Wilkins Farming continue to keep pure bloodlines, alongside this our three main breeding groups 
consist of Euros (composite breed of deer from across UK and Europe), Eastern (Eastern European 
descent) and German English (German & English Parks).  These three bloodlines are maintained 
through mating approximately 1500 fully recorded hinds annually.  With this hind base we continue to 
collect data to evaluate the best options for breeding to optimise on farm production and profitability.

TE MAIRE
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Figure 1. Genetic progress in 12-month weight Breeding Value across all DEERSelect herds 
over the last 20 years.

 
The Breeding Values (eBV’s) for growth traditionally reported are for weight at 12 months of age 
and mature weight.  As of October 2011 carcass eBV’s such as carcass lean yield (kg) (that Wilkins 
Farming are presenting), were also made available on DEERSelect.  Carcass lean eBV represents 
the kg of lean meat yield on a 12 month animal.  Growth and carcass eBV’s are reported in kilograms 
and are relative to the average animal born in 1995 and recorded on the DEERSelect database.  In 
other words, a stag with a carcass lean eBV of +5.0 carries genes which would yield 5 kg extra meat 
as a yearling than the average recorded stag born in 1995 would yield.  If you use this stag as a sire, 
his calves will then yield 2.5 kg more meat (on average) than a stag with an eBV of 0.0 used over a 
similar group of hinds.  The difference is half of the difference of the stag’s eBVs because the stag 
only contributes 50% of the calf’s genetics – the other half coming from the hind.  Of course if you 
use the stag over a group of hinds with similar genetic merit to the stag himself you will get calves 
with better genetics from both hind and stag and will achieve more gains in performance.  The stag’s 
genetics will also be passed to his daughters which if kept as replacements will be able to pass on 
their better genes to future calves.  In this way, over time the average performance level of your herd 
will lift (providing the animals are fed to be able to achieve their genetic potential), and you will get a 
long-term permanent improvement in productivity from your investment in animal genetics.

Genetic trends from the Wilkins herd indicate that significant progress is being made in growth rates.  
Many stags in the 2012 sale have W12eBVs well above the average for their age group across New 
Zealand and performance of offspring from this year’s offering of stags will continue to improve.  
Incorporating carcass eBV’s such as carcass lean (Figure 3) this year, and in to the future should 
make similar genetic gain for those traits.

Breed Values
Jason Archer, AgResearch Ltd

Breeding values are a tool used in most livestock industries to assist in making selection decisions, 
and their impact on making genetic progress is well proven.  Breeding values give an estimate of 
the genetic superiority of individual animals which is more accurate than assessment of the animal’s 
own appearance or measured performance alone.  In essence Breeding Values make predictions 
based on:

1. Adjusting for the systematic differences that occur between animals due to factors such as: 

   i. management group (this includes feeding, but also other factors which might affect the   
      performance of a whole group including water supply, etc). 

   ii. Sex of calf 

   iii. Age of dam (2 year old hinds have lower productivity than other age groups).

2. Adjusting performance records for how heritable the trait is (some traits have a larger relative 
contribution of genetics in determining performance than others) and for the available 
performance information on relatives (e.g. information on the performance of sire, dam, half-
brothers and sisters, and progeny if available adds information to predicting breeding values 
over and above the performance of the individual alone).

The breeding value prediction system for the deer industry in New Zealand is called DEERSelect.  It 
operates on an internet-based system to allow breeders from all over the country to contribute data 
to an industry database which is used to calculate breeding values.  For breeding values for growth 
traits this data is pooled across the country when calculating breeding values, so that the breeding 
values on animals in any one herd can be compared to those in other herds across the industry.  
This allows us much more scope when selecting the sires which we use to breed stags, and results 
in much faster genetic progress.  The outcomes can be seen in the graph below (Figure 1) which 
plots the average eBVs of animals born across New Zealand over the last 20 years, and the marked 
improvement coinciding with the start of eBV usage in the early 2000’s, and also an increased 
emphasis by breeders on venison traits, is evident.

Management tools Management tools

Management Tools

Breed Values
Jason Archer, AgResearch Ltd

Breeding values are a tool used in most livestock industries to assist in making selection 
decisions, and their impact on making genetic progress is well proven.  Breeding values 
give an estimate of the genetic superiority of individual animals which is more accurate 
than assessment of the animal’s own appearance or measured performance alone.  In 
essence Breeding Values make predictions based on:
1) Adjusting for the systematic differences that occur between animals due to 
factors such as:

i. management group (this includes feeding, but also other factors which 
might affect the  performance of a whole group including water supply, 
etc).

ii. Sex of calf
iii. Age of dam (2 year old hinds have lower productivity than other age 

groups).
2) Adjusting performance records for how heritable the trait is (some traits have a 
larger relative contribution of genetics in determining performance than others) and for 
the available performance information on relatives (e.g. information on the performance 
of sire, dam, half-brothers and sisters, and progeny if available adds information to 
predicting breeding values over and above the performance of the individual alone).

The breeding value prediction system for the deer industry in New Zealand is called 
DEERSelect.  It operates on an internet-based system to allow breeders from all over the 
country to contribute data to an industry database which is used to calculate breeding 
values.  For breeding values for growth traits this data is pooled across the country when 
calculating breeding values, so that the breeding values on animals in any one herd can 
be compared to those in other herds across the industry.  This allows us much more 
scope when selecting the sires which we use to breed stags, and results in much faster 
genetic progress.  The outcomes can be seen in the graph below (Figure 1) which plots 
the average eBVs of animals born across New Zealand over the last 20 years, and the 
marked improvement coinciding with the start of eBV usage in the early 2000’s, and also 
an increased emphasis by breeders on venison traits, is evident.

Figure 1. Genetic progress in 12-month weight Breeding Value across all DEERSelect herds
over the last 20 years.
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Neville Jopson (AbacusBio)

Introduction
The main focus of genetic improvement programmes for venison production has been improving 
growth rates.  High growth rate animals achieve slaughter live weights at an early age compared 
to low growth rate animals.  While efficient conversion of grass into live weight gain is important in 
running an efficient venison operation, the weight of meat recovered from a carcass for sale is also 
very important.  Heavier carcasses tend to have a greater weight of meat than lighter carcasses, but 
that does not necessarily mean that the carcass has yielded well.  Animals slaughtered at the same 
live weight can vary considerably in the weight of meat they produce. 

For example, the difference in weight of meat in striploins measured at slaughter between the top 
and bottom 5% of a line of 95 Wilkins Farming red deer was 1.1kg after adjustment for differences 
in carcass  weight.  At $9/kg carcass weight, this equates to a difference of $9.90 per head from the 
loin alone, without including any related increase in meat yield from the other areas of the carcass.  
Including the weights of meat in the hindleg and shoulder cuts measured in the same trial slaughter 
resulted in a difference in value between the best and worst animals of $54 FOB/animal. This value 
is expected to increase as genetic improvement from the ultrasound and CT scanning programme 
add to the improvements in meat yield.

Ultrasound scanning
In order to estimate meat yield in a live animal, we have to be able to ‘look inside’ the body of the 
animal.  Ultrasound scanning is a medical technology that is able to collect images of tissues in 
the body.  It was developed for use on humans, but has been widely used in the sheep industry to 
measure the area of the eye muscle to improve meat production.  

Ultrasound scanning works well for scanning farmed animals.  The scanner itself is small and 
portable meaning it can be used on-farm.  It does not take long to measure an individual animal and 
they can be measured in a crush without the need to sedate.  It is also relatively inexpensive so a 
large number of animals can be measured.  However, it is not possible with ultrasound to scan the 
entire carcass meaning that the results for the eye muscle are used to give an approximation of total 
meat yield.  There are also problems with deer in collecting good images when the stags are in their 
winter coats.  

Wilkins Farming also measures the length of the loin when deer are ultrasound scanned and use 
length and eye muscle area to estimate the volume of the loin muscle. This measurement give a 
useful estimate of the size of the loin on the day, but is not a genetic measure.

Ultrasound is a useful tool in genetic improvement programmes to improving meat yield.  It gives 
better estimates of meat yield than using live weight alone, but is not as accurate as more expensive 
technologies like CT scanning.  However, the fact that it is inexpensive, easy to collect and measured 
on-farm means that potentially all of the stags can be measured.  

CT scanning
CT scanning is another human medical scanner that has been applied for use in livestock.  CT 
scanner allow us to take very accurate measurements of meat and fat in the carcass of an animal.  
The CT measurements are effectively as accurate as slaughtering the animals and then dissecting 
out the meat from the fat and bone in the carcass. However, the stag is still alive after CT scanning 
and can be used in a breeding programme.

The graphs below (Figures 2 and 3) show the eBVs of the stags available in this catalogue.  These 
simply plot individual animals by their breed type, which are compared to the average of the deer born 
in the same year (2010) and recorded on the DEERSelect database, given as a solid green line.  This 
average includes a proportion of DEERSelect-recorded stags which are born in herds with a strong 
antler focus and relatively little emphasis on growth rate in their selection objectives.  However, the 
graph still gives a picture of where the stags available in this sale sit relative to other stags born in 
the same year around New Zealand, and (within the same analysis) eBVs are comparable across 
other herds around New Zealand.

Figure 2. Breeding value for 12-month weight of sale stags plotted with average eBV of 2010 
born stags across all DEERSelect herds.

Figure 3.  Breeding value for carcass lean at 12 months of age for sale stags plotted with 
average eBV of 2010 born stags across all DEERSelect herds.
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The Breeding Values (eBV’s) for growth traditionally reported are for weight at 12 months of 
age and mature weight. As of October 2011 carcass eBV’s such as carcass lean yield (kg) 
(that Wilkins Farming are presenting), were also made available on DEERSelect.  Carcass lean 
eBV represents the kg of lean meat yield on a 12 month animal.  Growth and carcass eBV’s are 
reported in kilograms and are relative to the average animal born in 1995 and recorded on the 
DEERSelect database. In other words, a stag with a carcass lean eBV of +5.0 carries genes 
which would yield 5 kg extra meat as a yearling than the average recorded stag born in 1995 
would yield.  If you use this stag as a sire, his calves will then yield 2.5 kg more meat (on 
average) than a stag with an eBV of 0.0 used over a similar group of hinds.  The difference is 
half of the difference of the stag’s eBVs because the stag only contributes 50% of the calf’s 
genetics – the other half coming from the hind.  Of course if you use the stag over a group of 
hinds with similar genetic merit to the stag himself you will get calves with better genetics from 
both hind and stag and will achieve more gains in performance.  The stag’s genetics will also 
be passed to his daughters which if kept as replacements will be able to pass on their better 
genes to future calves.  In this way, over time the average performance level of your herd will 
lift (providing the animals are fed to be able to achieve their genetic potential), and you will get 
a long-term permanent improvement in productivity from your investment in animal genetics.

Genetic trends from the Wilkins herd indicate that significant progress is being made in growth rates.
Many stags in the 2012 sale have W12eBVs well above the average for their age group across New 
Zealand and performance of offspring from this year’s offering of stags will continue to improve.
Incorporating carcass eBV’s such as carcass lean (Figure 3) this year, and in to the future should 
make similar genetic gain for those traits.

The graphs below (Figures 2 and 3) show the eBVs of the stags available in this catalogue.
These simply plot individual animals by their breed type, which are compared to the average of 
the deer born in the same year (2010) and recorded on the DEERSelect database, given as a 
solid green line.  This average includes a proportion of DEERSelect-recorded stags which are 
born in herds with a strong antler focus and relatively little emphasis on growth rate in their 
selection objectives.  However, the graph still gives a picture of where the stags available in this 
sale sit relative to other stags born in the same year around New Zealand, and (within the same 
analysis) eBVs are comparable across other herds around New Zealand.

Figure 2. Breeding value for 12-month weight of sale stags plotted with average eBV of 2010 born 
stags across all DEERSelect herds.
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Figure 3. Breeding value for carcass lean at 12 months of age for sale stags plotted with average 
eBV of 2010 born stags across all DEERSelect herds.
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Animal Performance Systems Suite

Being a nation of primary exporters it is essential our products have 
unrestricted access to high value global markets. As more and more 
consumers demand assurance of food quality and authenticity, achieving 
specific product requirements increases in priority. Electronic Identification 
(EID) allows farmers to oversee and manage the performance of individual 
stock units from birth to the day they leave the farm. 

The Gallagher Animal Performance suite offers a complete, integrated 
solution from weighing to performance management. Remarkably robust 
and user friendly, Gallagher Animal Performance Systems are at the 
forefront of EID technology. 

Find out more at your nearest selected Gallagher Stockist.

To find out more about the Gallagher range of products, contact your nearest Gallagher stockist or telephone Gallagher  
on 0800-731-500, email sales@gallagher.co.nz or visit www.gallagher.co.nz
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Trusted Worldwide

7:05pm Park Lane, London
At the forefront of ensuring the world’s  
best products reach the world’s best markets. 

GAL 4386 AMS London Ad V1.indd   1 12/18/08   12:20:23 PM

While the accuracy of CT is excellent, scanning is very expensive (hundreds of dollars per animal), 
and only a relatively small number of animals can be scanned in a day. The machine is not portable, 
so the deer have to trucked to the CT facility rather than scanned on farm.  The deer also have to 
be anaesthetised while they are scanned.  As such, it is suited to taking a set of highly accurate 
measurements on a small group of animals.  This means that CT scanning is suited to selecting the 
stud sires for use in the stud rather than for animals for sale to clients.  The genetic improvements 
made in the stud then flow on to the next crop of stags for sale.

Benefits of ultrasound and CT scanning
Selecting for growth rate alone will improve the value of an animal’s carcass because it will 
have a larger carcass at the same date, or it can be slaughtered at an earlier age.  If some meat 
yield measurements (i.e. ultrasound and CT scanning) are included in the genetic improvement 
programme, it is possible to improve carcass yield over and above the improvement that come from 
improved growth rate.  In a breeding system that ultrasound scans all of the stags and CT scans the 
top 10% of stags, we would expect to lose a small amount of the improvement in growth rate (340g 
per round of selection), this would be compensated for by improvements in the yield of meat in the 
hind leg, loin and shoulder regions of the carcass.  The gains have been estimated at an additional 
510 grams of meat per round of selection, including 270g additional in the hind leg, 70g additional 
on the loin and 150 grams additional in the shoulder.  These gains are per round of selection and are 
cumulative so with five years of selection the gains would be 1343, 373 and 747g more meat in the 
hindleg, loin and shoulder cuts than would have been the case if the stags had only been selected 
on the basis of growth rates.  

These gains are based on random allocation of hinds to the stud stags.  Further gains can be made 
using ‘assortative mating’ where the best stags are mated to the best hinds, although the level of 
inbreeding has to be monitored using this technology.

•	 Animal	traceability

•	 More	accurate	and	easier	automated	data	
capture

•	 No	data	mix	up	in	breeding	program

•	 Assists	with	individual	animal	management	
decisions

•	 Facilitates	auto	drafting	for	sheep	beef	and	
deer	farms

•	 Facilitates	making	drafting	decisions	prior	
to	yard	activity

•	 Facilitates	automation	in	Dairy

•	 Identify	animal	for	milk	yields

•	 Automatic	measurement	of	cow	and	milk	
parameters

•	 Alarms	for	withholding	milk

•	 Automated	drafting

•	 Feed	Substitution

Scanning for  
meat yield
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Welcome to this sale day.  

LEADER is pleased to be a supplier of identification tags for Wilkins farms. With the roll out of 
electronic tags under the AHB and NAIT schemes many of you will be wondering what will be your 
best option. 

The tags you see on these animals are of the same type approved as NAIT RFID tags. They are 
the same tags sold in millions that are also used in the Australian Mandatory National Livestock 
Identification Scheme.  The technology used in these tags is known as HDX or Half Duplex radio 
frequency which is generally accepted as the preferred type for getting maximum reading distance. 
The glass transponder enclosed in the tag is also capable of being recycled should NAIT allow it in 
the future. Should recycling of tag transponders be approved the price of tags will be reduced. 

We recommend you look at LEADER’s website www.leaderproducts.co.nz for more information. 
Please refer to “A SUMMARY OF RFID TAGS FOR LIVESTOCK” in the GENERAL INFO-RFID area.

Special Prices for NZDFA members.

John Dumbrell

evaluating  
the Carcass

Checking depth loin - at plant                    Checking width - at the plant

Scanning depth loin The picture eye muscle

CT ScanningCT Scanning
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Conditions of Sale Schedule of Sires
of Sale Stags

1. The stags are offered by public auction

2. Antler will be cut after sale and remain 
property of vendor unless advised 
differently by purchaser on sale day.

3. All sale stags have passed Johnes testing.

4. Wilkins Farming Breeding Herds have been 
TB tested clear and carry C10 plus status.

5. Wilkins Farming will stand by their stag’s 
performance, though the vendor makes no 
guarantees.

6. Terms are strictly cash unless prior 
arrangements have been made with 
Wilkins Farming Limited or participating 
stock and station agents.

7. Sales are GST exclusive

Special Conditions

No animals, embryos or semen sold by Wilkins 
Farming or their germplasm, any subsequent 
progeny or germplasm, including the semen 
and germplasm of that progeny may be supplied 

to any third party without the express written 
permission of Wilkins Farming Ltd.

The condition does not affect the normal 
commercial deer farming or stud farming, or 
the normal sales of semen or embryos as it 
applies to entities with the primary function of 
commercial semen/germplasym activity.

OSH

Every effort will be taken by the vendors, their 
staff and assistants, both on the day of the sale 
as well as on any other visits of inspection to 
ensure the safety of intending buyers and 
visitors. However we wish to advise that this is a 
farm run under normal management conditions 
and certain dangers exist in relation to livestock 
and their environment.

Visitors should take care to ensure their personal 
safety.

Although every care has been taken in 
compiling this catalogue to ensure accuracy no 
responsibility is accepted for any errors that may 
be included therein.

Schedule of Sires
of Sale Stags

All Sires featured can be found on our website:

www.wilkinsfarming.co.nz

Pictured: Vladimir at  4 years

1716



Huge growth rates, two great sires 
maximilian and Samurai to breed this 
stag out of one of our best dams, 350 
red for breeding efficiency. This stag 
has ranked number one of our progeny 
that we bred in 2005. Great body 
conformation and ranked No 1 on our 
loin and carcass value index for born 
2005.

This stag has a current (Oct 2012) 
12 mth bV 19.80

144/0/05

MaxiMilian

12.15kG HA 
370kG

34/P/03

125kG

nicholai

9.9kG HA

SaMurai

350/r/94

117kG

heinrich

8kG SA2 339kG
Katrina

136.5kG
neSKey

411/y/94

GerMan

wf

237

 32

aGe
Body 

weiGht
VelVet Grade

Jan 48

Mar (3Mth) 74

May (6Mth) 101

Oct (11Mth) 139

Feb (14 Mth) 187

2yrs 213 3 a2s

3yrs Grown out

4yrs 318 Grown out tba

5yrs 5.46kG sa2

The two heaviest antlered deer we 
have ever bred were Lot 1 and Lot 2 in 
the 2008 sale both east european with 
10.4 and 11.25kg of antler and made 
$28,000 and $27,000 respectively. 
remarkably however Stanfield kept 
they’re favourite named Vladimir son 
of Sergei by maximilian daughter. 253kg 
liveweight and 7.3kg H/A stripped with 
a very heavy beam and with top bVs 
at +17.71. He is incredibly quiet and a 
wonderful new asset to the herd.

42” long and  32” inside @ 4 yrs. 
estimated 7+ kgs velvet@ 4 yrs which 
also reflects the thickness of beam in 
this  antler.

This stag has a current 12 month 
(October 2012) bV 11.92

aGe date
liVe 

weiGht
hard antler

2 Feb 2008 253kG 7.3kG 324.5 IOa

3 Feb 2009 293kG

4 Feb 2010 328kG

VladiMir

SerGei

261cIc 16.9kG
y180 313kG

457/01

147kG

roManian

MaxiMilian

468 ScI 13.1kG
97/020 392kG

201/99

nicholai
9.9kG HA 92/y11 324kG

005/93

roMany

8.15kG SAII G39 345kG
027/97

ceauceScu eSt

roManian

ceauceScu eSt

ceauceScu eSt

ceauceScu eSt

W

ilkins FarmingLtdW

ilkins FarmingLtd

1918

144 orange 
S I R e  o F  S a l e  S ta g S

Shown at 4 years

Vladimir
S I R e  o F  S a l e  S ta g S

Shown at 4 years



This stag is very important to the 
deer industry as he is a complete out 
cross to the majority of all the top 
ranked bV stags. He has amazing body 
conformation like his sire Savar, who 
was a very blocky stag. Vaster is leaving 
some very nice stags. 

This stag has a current 12 month 
(October 2012) bV 6.96

VaSter

315/03

SaVar

8.45kG SA2

038/99

peeL fOreST

yelen

yuKoVar

peeL fOreST

51/03

peeL fOreST

GreGor 

yuGo 305

jelen Sir BranKo

jelen

73084

2011

peeL fOreST
2049

peeL fOreST

jelen Sir yuGo
42

lantec

e5

aGe
Body 

weiGht
VelVet

19/07/2004 89.5kG

1/12/2004 149kG

10/12/2006 323kG 4.2kG

2008

2009 7.15kG OG

2010 feb 335kG 5.2kG SA2

2011 feb 329kG

No 1 ebV 2 year old at Stanfields 2006 
stag sale with a huge head. This stag is 
one of the stars in 12 mth bV growth 
rate ranks. He was an amazing 262kgs 
at 2 years which at the time of purchase 
was quoted as a world record.

Super quiet and thick set stag with good 
deep body conformation as you can see 
here. 

He has a large number of progeny (519) 
across a number of herds which gives 
us confidence in the accuracy of his 
current bV.

This stag has a current (Oct 2011) 
12 mth bV of  18.87

aGe
Body 

weiGht
VelVet

1/3/2004 74.5kG

1/6/2004 91.5kG

25/11/2004 145.5kG

14/2/2005 175kG

27/7/2005 160.5kG

12/5/2005 234kG

1/12/2006 262kG

4.5kG sa2

4.7kG sa2

2008  GrOwn Out

2009 deceased

MeGaMilian

152/03

MaxiMilian

12.15kG HA
370kG

009/91

31/10/91 144kG

Micholai

9.9KG ha

heinrich

8kG SAII
529/83 7/6/83
339kG

17/86

1/6/86 139kG

heinrich

8kG SA2
Katrina

136.5kG
Godollo hunGary

Godollo hunGary

leoPould

12.25 HA
72 yuGo

1/6/72 mA/167

237

32

005/93

137.5KG

W
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2120

Vaster
S I R e  o F  S a l e  S ta g S

Shown at 7 years • Eastern

Megamilian
S I R e  o F  S a l e  S ta g S

Shown at 3 years • Eastern
(deceased)
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Pedigree only

420/w/08

araGorn

317/Gy/01

hotSPur

363

or 46

charleS ruPert

087/95

Baron

woBurn

96

BedforM

087/95

155/95

Age Body 
Weight

Mar (3mths) 68.5

Sept (10mths) 91.5

Oct (11mths) 110.5

2 Years 183
NB growth rate is 12th September to 31 October

Estimated Loin Weight .................4.65
EBV 12mth ................................11.96

ceejay
114/06

SerGei

457/01

roManian

MaxiMilian

021/99

ceauceScu eSt

ceauceScu eSt

nicholai

005/93

roMany

027/97

ceauceScu eSt

ceauceScu eSt

roManian

Age Body 
Weight

Weening 75

6mths 68.5

12mths 151

15mths 161.5

18mths 183.5

2 years 225

BV ................................................9.25

max over a fredrich Dam, another hind 
with great breeding efficiency. This stag 
has ranked number one of our progeny 
that we bred in 2004. Great body 
conformation and ranked No 1 on our 
loin and carcass value index for born 
2004. Huge body (349kg) and good 
temperament to go with it.

This stag has a current (October 2012) 
12 month bV 6.64

aGe
Body 

weiGht
VelVet Grade

weanInG

3Mths 78.5kG

6Mths 95kG

11Mths 133kG

14Mths

2yrs 210kG 2.5 b2s

3yrs 3.7 a2s

4yrs 4.15 sa

5yrs 349kG 5.45 sa

6yrs 352kG 5.6 sa2

74r-04

MaxiMilian

12.15kG HA
370kG

370/y 97

132KG

Micholai

9.9KG ha

fredrich

feSt1

heinrich

8kG SA2
Katrina

136.5kG
KaPoS

no 1

BrooKS

BrooKS

237

32

005/93

137.5KG

W

ilkins FarmingLtd

232222

74-R-04
S I R e  o F  S a l e  S ta g S

Shown at 6 years
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284/w/08

MeGaMilian

152/y/03

255/P/03

MaxiMilian

wf

wf

heinrich

17/86

nicholai

005/93

009/91

Age Body 
Weight

Mar (3mths) 66.5

Sept (10mths) 80

Oct (11mths) 118

Estimated Loin Weight .................4.52
BV 12mth .....................................9.30

43/w/08

MeGaMilian

152/y/03

1/P/03

MaxiMilian

wf

wf

heinrich

17/87

nicholai

005/93

009/91

Age Body 
Weight

Mar (3mths) 68.5

Sept (10mths) 92

Oct (11mths) 115

NB growth rate is 12th September to 31 OctoberEstimated Loin Weight .................4.52
BV 12mth ...................................10.82

Schedule of Sires
of Sale Stags  

Pedigree only

Age Body 
Weight

Mar (3mths) 70

Sept (10mths) 84

Oct (11mths) 104

Feb(14mths) 123

BV 12mth .................... To be advised

waBul
718/r/03

KaBul

602/97

alexi

8.2kG, 9.9kG HA

MaxiMilian

021/99

heinrich

MaGyar

169/y/87
Prince reuSS

HuNGArIAN
hunGarian

lazSlo

078/B/85

bruSNIk DAm

white 2

roManian

059/y/92

BV 12mth .................... To be advised

Mr efficiency
54/b/06

MeGaMilian

152/y/03

86/P/03

MaxiMilian

fredrich

wf

heinrich

17/86

KaPoS

rB 15/77

nicholai

005/93

009/91

2524
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Pedigree only

Sonny Bill

MaxiMilian

543/01

nicholai

heinrich V

279/98

heinrich

44

heinrich

47

roMany

025/92

237

32

005/93

BV ..............................................23.78

BreMen
259/06

Kiel

dil 1123/04

Bonn

cruSader

Ben 56/00

huGo

foV 357/91

heinrich V

003/97

Karl

foV 586/92

foV 103/97

DIL sire October 2012 BV 19.47
BV ..............................................19.47

Schedule of Sires
of Sale Stags  
Pedigree only

182/w/08

MeGaMilian

152/y/03

wf 263/03

MaxiMilian

wf

wf

heinrich

86/17

nicholai

005/93

009/91

Age Body 
Weight

Mar (3mths) 54

Sept (10mths) 76

Oct (11mths) 96

BV ..............................................10.75

245/w/08

MeGaMilian

152/y/03

Bd 541/02

MaxiMilian

Kronfeld

Bd 30/95

heinrich

86/17

nicholai

005/93

009/91

Age Body 
Weight

Mar (3mths) 51.5

Sept (10mths) 80.5

Oct (11mths) 103

BV ................................................8.71

2726
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NEW
HOME OF THE 

EASTERNS

Breeding goals achieved by:

•	Using	the	best	available	genetics

Using the latest technology available.  
This includes:

•	Ultrasound	scanning	for	eye	muscle

•	CT	scanning

•	Deerselect

•	Central	Progeny	Testing

•	EID	and	DNA	testing

Breeding for:

•	Breeding	efficiency

•	Maximising	carcass	yield	and	high	value	cuts

•	High	growth	rates

•	Hardiness

•	Outcrosses	with	high	BV’s	for	growth	rate	
including	English	and	German	Bloodlines

•	Temperament

•	Antler	structure

Why Wilkins? The Results...

www.wilkinsfarming.co.nz
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Sale lot IndexSelection of  
Sale Stags

North Island Schedule Of Sale Stags

Lot Tag Type Sire Dam
Estimated 
loin weight

Carcass lean 
weight BV

12 month BV 
24-10

Weight March 
2011

Weight October 
2011

Weight February 
2012

Lot 1 545 European WF-284-08 WF-35-08 3.84 4.65 14.59 56 122 153.5

Lot 2 221 Eastern Vladimir SBP-465-07 3.48 2.28 13.73 61 108.5 146

Lot 3 528 European WF-182-08 WF-267-08 2.68 4.29 13.7 43.8 101 126.5

Lot 4 588 European Vaster WF-63-07 3.72 2.95 13.28 55.5 101 120.5

Lot 5 195 Eastern Megamilian SBP-529-02 4.15 2.19 13.25 66.5 118 154.5

Lot 6 504 European WF-43-08 WF-19-08 3.72 4.05 12.94 59 99 125.5

Lot 7 165 European Vaster WF-233-03 3.53 2.87 12.24 61 105 147.5

Lot 8 112 English WF-420-08 WF-385-08 3.1 4.68 12.02 51 96.5 121.5

Lot 9 556 European WF-245-08 WF-175-08 3.72 3.05 11.81 53.5 98.5 122.5

Lot 10 74 European Bremen LDC-1450-02 3.96 2.43 11.77 64.5 113 136

Lot 11 484 European 144-O-05 FES-53-03 3.98 3.82 11.75 72 126 142

Lot 12 501 European WF-284-08 WF-164-08 3.72 3.69 11.65 48.8 96 128.5

Lot 13 721 European Vaster WF-31-07 3.79 1.98 11.15 61 111 139

Lot 14 169 European Ceejay WF-113-03 3.95 2.18 10.16 68.5 125.5 163

Lot 15 1012 European Sonny Bill Tot-576-06 3.55 -0.31 10.44 72.5 120 147

Lot 16 1030 European Sonny Bill Totara Hills 3.72 0.02 9.73 75 118 141.5

Lot 17 400 European 144-O-05 FES-537-00 3.85 2.51 9.54 68.5 134 156

Lot 18 630 European 144-O-05 WF-183-03 4.17 1.75 9.53 61 113 136

Lot 19 719 European 74-R-04 RP-1103-01 3.57 2.11 9.14 68 123 150

Lot 20 763 European Wabul WF-145-03 3.85 2.45 8.56 70.5 122.5 137

Lot 21 614 European Wabul WF-124-02 3.63 2.28 7.23 64 116 142.5

Lot 22 587 European 74-R-04 RP-1165-01 3.22 1.66 6.5 67 113.5 138

Lot 23 686 European Mr Efficiency WF-236-06 3.6 1.38 5.81 62 111 145.5

Lot 24 717 European Wabul WF-623-02 4.08 1.3 5.02 65.5 113.5 137

Lot 25 586 European Mr Efficiency WF-144-01 3.82 0.86 3.27 60 114.5 135

lot 1
545/P/10

lot 2
221/P/10

lot 5
195/P/10

lot 7
165/P/10

lot 8
112/P/10

lot 23
686/P/10

3130
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If you want to increase your venison production this is the stag you are looking for. Spiker x first fawner mating. 
The carcass lean BV of 4.65 is the best in the sale and a good loin to go with it.

E u r o p E a nLOT       No. 1

Good outcross here being a Vaster son over Megamilian with a useful 12 month EBV.

E u r o p E a nLOT       No. 4

Pure eastern by our mainstay stag Megamilian who has produced many sale stags note the 12 month EBV for 
a pure eastern. Once again a big loin muscle from the Megamilian x Sergei combo.

E a s t E r nLOT       No. 5

Exciting genetics here with Megamilian top and bottom. Stag is by a spiker with 12 month EBV of 16.3 sold in our 
2010 sale. If you are serious about increasing your meat yield this stag is at the top end for carcass lean BV’s.

E u r o p E a nLOT       No. 6

Great EBV for a pure eastern. Good allrounder strong, EBV’s, good loin and potentially top antler combo.

E a s t E r nLOT       No. 2

Spiker - first fawn mating good 12 month EBV second best carcass lean BV in sale so if your looking to 
increase your yield this is one not to miss.

E u r o p E a nLOT       No. 3

LOT 1 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Maximilian
Mar (3mnth) 56 Megamilian
Oct (11mnth) 122 STO 009/91
Feb (15 mnth) 153.5 WF 284/08
Sale day weight
Estimated loin weight 3.84 WF 225/03
Carcass lean weight BV 4.65
EBV 12 month 14.59 545/P/2010

Megamilian
WF 225/06

WF 1051/01
WF 35/08

LOT 2 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Romanian
Mar (3mnth) 61 Sergei
Oct (11mnth) 108.5 Romanian
Feb (15 mnth) 146 Vladimir
Sale day weight Maximilian
Estimated loin weight 3.48 SBP 457/01
Carcass lean weight BV 2.28 021/99
EBV 12 month 13.73 221/P/2010

Maximilian
Milan

SBP 419/01
SBP 465/07

Nicholai
SBP 129/97

SBP 011/90

LOT 3 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Maximilian
Mar (3mnth) 43.8 Megamilian
Oct (11mnth) 101 009/91
Feb (15 mnth) 126.5 WF 182/08
Sale day weight
Estimated loin weight 2.68 WF 263/03
Carcass lean weight BV 4.29
EBV 12 month 13.7 528/P/2010

Carl
Stallone

WF 267/08
BF GRS

WF 1051/01

LOT 4 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Yelen
Mar (3mnth) 55.5 Savar
Oct (11mnth) 101 E5
Feb (15 mnth) 120.5 Vaster
Sale day weight Yukovar
Estimated loin weight 3.72 PFE 38/99
Carcass lean weight BV 2.95 5103
EBV 12 month 13.28 588/P/2010

Maximilian
Megamilian

STO 9/91
WF 63/07

G 35/90
WF 177/97

WFL

LOT 5 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Nicholai
Mar (3mnth) 66.5 Maximilian
Oct (11mnth) 118 STO 5/93
Feb (mnth) 154.5 Megamilian
Sale day weight Heinrich
Estimated loin weight 4.15 STO 9/91
Carcass lean weight BV 2.19 17/86
EBV 12 month 13.25 195/P/2010

Romanian
Sergei

Romanian
SBP 529/02

Alexei
SBP 1103/00

SBP 231/93

LOT 6 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Maximilian
Mar (3mnth) 59 Megamilian
Oct (11mnth) 99 009/91
Feb (15 mnth) 124.5 WF 43/08
Sale day weight WFL
Estimated loin weight 3.72 WF 1/03
Carcass lean weight BV 4.05 WFL
EBV 12 month 12.94 504/P/2010

Maximilian
Megamilian

STO 9/91
WF 19/08

704/02
WF 50/06

WF 156/03

Sale lots Sale lots
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LOT 7 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Yelen
Mar (3mnth) 61 Savar
Oct (11mnth) 105 E5
Feb (15 mnth) 147.5 Vaster 
Sale day weight Yukovar
Estimated loin weight 3.53 PFE 38/99
Carcass lean weight BV 2.87 PFE 51/03
EBV 12 month 12.24 165/P/2010

WFL

WF 233/03

WFL

LOT 8 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Hotspur
Mar (3mnth) 51 Aragorn 440
Oct (11mnth) 96.5 SBP 155/95 
Feb (15 mnth) 121.5 WF 420/08
Sale day weight Heathrow
Estimated loin weight 3.10 RTY 317/01
Carcass lean weight BV 4.68 Or 46
EBV 12 month 12.02 112/P/2010

Charles Rupert
Dartagnion

SBP 091/92
WF 385/08

Rothesay Deer Stud

RTY 157/02
Rothesay Deer Stud

LOT 9 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Maximilian
Mar (3mnth) 53.5 Megamilian
Oct (11mnth) 98.5 STO 9/91
Feb (15 mnth) 122.5 WF 245/08
Sale day weight Fredrich
Estimated loin weight 3.72 WF 86/03
Carcass lean weight BV 3.05
EBV 12 month 11.81 556/P/2010

Maximilian
Megamilian

STO 9/91
WF 175/08

Kronfeld
BD 540/02

BD 72/95

LOT 10 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Bonn
Mar (3mnth) 64.5 Kiel
Oct (11mnth) 113 FOV 103/97
Feb (15 mnth) 136 Bremen
Sale day weight Crusader
Estimated loin weight 3.96 DIL 1123/04
Carcass lean weight BV 2.43 B 0056 Bennet
EBV 12 month 11.77 74/P/2010

Heinrich
Izack

31
LDC 1450/02

500 OR
LDC 124/95

PI 97

LOT 11 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Nicholai
Mar (3mnth) 72 Maximilian
Oct (11mnth) 126 005/93
Feb (15 mnth) 142 WF 144/05
Sale day weight Samurai
Estimated loin weight 3.98 WF 34/03
Carcass lean weight BV 3.82 WF 350/94
EBV 12 month 11.75 484/P/2010

Gustav
Festl's Boy

Green 55
FES 53/03

521 Purple
FES 506

FES 18/84

LOT 12 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Maximilian
Mar (3mnth) 48.8 Megamilian
Oct (11mnth) 96 009/91
Feb (15 mnth) 128.5 WF 284/08
Sale day weight
Estimated loin weight 3.72 WF 225/03
Carcass lean weight BV 3.69
EBV 12 month 11.65 501/P/10

Maximilian
Megamilian

009/91
WF 164/08

Sale lots Sale lots
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 This stag would suit someone looking for a Eastern outcross. Vaster isn’t a widely used stag, but has been 
proven to be able to foot it with the best as far as growth rates go. Mated to a proven dam 233/03, she was the 
mother of Lot 110 (Tag number 164) sold for $8200, 243 kgs sale day weight on 16th January 2012.

E u r o p E a nLOT       No. 7

Another good Bremen son here with good 12 month EBV. This is the second sale stag this hind has produced so 
you have proven genetics top and bottom here.

E u r o p E a nLOT       No. 10

Out of pure German hind mated to 144 Orange. 144 is involved in the deer progeny test.

E u r o p E a nLOT       No. 11

Cutting edge genetics here with this stag being out of a first fawner by a spiker. The sire of this stag WF 284/08 and 
was sold at our 2010 sale.

E u r o p E a nLOT       No. 12

Look at the carcass lean and 12 month EBV on this ENGLISH stag an exciting oppurtunity to purchase a 
English stag with these figures. Note also this stag is by a spiker out of a first fawner so cutting edge genetics.

E n G L I s HLOT       No. 8

Another spiker x first fawner mating with useful figures and Megamilian top and bottom.

E u r o p E a nLOT       No. 9
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Sale lots Sale lots

LOT 13 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Yelen
Mar (3mnth) 61 Savar
Oct (11mnth) 111 E5
Feb (15 mnth) 139 Vaster
Sale day weight Yukovar
Estimated loin weight 3.79 PFE 38/99
Carcass lean weight BV 1.98 5103
EBV 12 month 11.15 721/P/2010

Nelson
Admiral

5112
WF 31/07

Fredrich
WF 15/01

WF 141/93

LOT 14 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Romanian
Mar (3mnth) 68.5 Sergei
Oct (11mnth) 125.5 Romanian
Feb (15 mnth) 163 Ceejay
Sale day weight Maximilian
Estimated loin weight 3.95 SBP 457/01
Carcass lean weight BV 2.18 SBP 021/99
EBV 12 month 10.16 169/P/2010

Kapos
Fredrich

RB 15/77
WF 113/03

Magic 39/91
ND 516/93

ND 157/90

LOT 15 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Nicholai
Mar (3mnth) 72.5
Oct (11mnth) 120 Maximilian 005/93
Feb (15mnth) 147 Sonny Bill
Sale day weight Heinrich V
Estimated loin weight 3.55 543/01
Carcass lean weight BV -0.31 279/98
EBV 12 month 10.44 1012/P/2010

Maximilian
Mossimo

98-093
TOT 576/06

Koros
YG 1164

Green 2

LOT 16 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Nicholai
Mar (3mnth) 75 Maximilian
Oct (11mnth) 118 005/93
Feb (15 mnth) 141.5 Sonny Bill
Sale day weight Heinrich V
Estimated loin weight 3.72 543/01
Carcass lean weight BV 0.02 279/98
EBV 12 month 9.73 1030/P/2010

Totara Hills

Totara Hills

Totara Hills

LOT 17 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Nicholai
Mar (3mnth) 68.5 Maximilian
Oct (11mnth) 134 STO 5/93
Feb (15 mnth) 156 WF 144/05
Sale day weight Samurai
Estimated loin weight 3.85 WF 34/03
Carcass lean weight BV 2.51 WF 350/94
EBV 12 month 9.54 400/P/2010

Fredrich
FES 521

FES 4
FES 537/00

King Richard
FES 43

German

LOT 25 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Maximilian
Mar (3mnth) 60 Megamilian
Oct (11mnth) 114.5 STO 9/91
Feb (15 mnth) 135 Mr Efficiency
Sale day weight Fredrich
Estimated loin weight 3.82 WF 86/03
Carcass lean weight BV 0.86
EBV 12 month 3.27 586/P/2010

Fredrich
WF 25/97 O/Y

WF 142/93
WF 144/01

Sa
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o
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Great out cross here with Vaster over a Admiral daughter.

E u r o p E a nLOT       No. 13

Another good Sonny Bill son with good body weight from weaning through to 11 month. Dam ex Totara Hills 
containing some of the best Black Forest Genetics.

E u r o p E a nLOT       No. 16

Great European sire here with strong German influence sired by 144 orange. 144 orange is involved in the 
Deer Progeny Test. Note the 11 month weight.

E u r o p E a nLOT       No. 17

Good maternal stag. The sire of this stag Mr Efficiency was born from the most efficient hind for the year he was 
born. This means she weaned the highest percentage of her body weight.

E u r o p E a nLOT       No. 18

Sale stag bred from this proven dam. Great 11 month weight followed by 163 kg on 15th Feb and good 12 
month EBV, big loin weight.

E u r o p E a nLOT       No. 14

Good Sonny Bill son here with good body weight from weaning through to 11 month. 
Dam ex Totara Hills containing some of the best Black Forest Genetics.

E u r o p E a nLOT       No. 15
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Sale lots Sale lots

LOT 18 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Nicholai
Mar (3mnth) 61 Maximilian
Oct (11mnth) 113 STO 5/93
Feb (15 mnth) 136 WF 144/05
Sale day weight Samurai
Estimated loin weight 4.17 WF 34/03
Carcass lean weight BV 1.75 WF 350/94
EBV 12 month 9.53 630/P/2010

Fredrich
WF 25/97

WF 142/93
WF 183/03

56 G
ND 526/91 (Hallf bro Squire)

304/88 Yellow

LOT 19 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Nicholai
Mar (3mnth) 68 Maximilian
Oct (11mnth) 123 005/93
Feb (15 mnth) 150 R74
Sale day weight Fredrich
Estimated loin weight 3.57 WF 37/97
Carcass lean weight BV 2.11
EBV 12 month 9.14 719/P/2010

M 3/69
Y 7238

P 2141/94
RP 1103/01

M 3166 EG 15/16
EG 282/06 

GD 7/8 

LOT 20 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Alexei
Mar (3mnth) 70.5 Kabul
Oct (11mnth) 122.5 BFP 59/92
Feb (15 mnth) 137 Wabul
Sale day weight Heinrich
Estimated loin weight 3.85 BFP 602/97
Carcass lean weight BV 2.45 BFP 031/93
EBV 12 month 8.56 763/P/2010

Adonis
Maximus

442 YLW
WF 145/03

Malcolm
ND 739/97

ND 166/94

LOT 21 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Alexi
Mar (3mnth) 64 Kabul
Oct (11mnth) 116 BFP 059/92
Feb (15 mnth) 142.5 Wabul
Sale day weight Heinrich
Estimated loin weight 3.63 BFP 602/97
Carcass lean weight BV 2.28 BFP 031/93
EBV 12 month 7.23 614/P/2010

Kapos
Fredrich 

No 1
WF 124/02

Dusky
513 G

B 093/72

LOT 22 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Nicholai
Mar (3mnth) 67 Maximilian
Oct (11mnth) 113.5 STO 005/93
Feb (15 mnth) 138 R74
Sale day weight Fredrich
Estimated loin weight 3.22 WF 37/97
Carcass lean weight BV 1.66 RB Festl
EBV 12 month 6.5 587/P/2010

RP
Heinrich's
Grandson P 2141/94

RP 1165/01
S 5003

Z 8291
GD 3/4 RP stud hind

LOT 23 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Maximilian
Mar (3mnth) 62 Megamilian
Oct (11mnth) 111 STO 9/91
Feb (15 mnth) 145.5 Mr Efficiency
Sale day weight Fredrich
Estimated loin weight 3.60 WF 86/03
Carcass lean weight BV 1.38
EBV 12 month 5.81 686/P/2010

Heinrich V
Cossar

252/98
WF 236/06

Sa
le
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o
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o
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This stag is a great European cross with a Eurpoean sire over a German English cross hind with a strong 
estimated loin weight.

E u r o p E a nLOT       No. 19

Strong European genetics going back to Kabul and Fredrich. Good growth rates achieved 142.5kg 15th February.

E u r o p E a nLOT       No. 22

Sire red 74 is the top stag born for his year at Wilkins Farming Limited. Dam of this stag produced Lot 107 tag 
no 268/09 2012 sale by Megamilian $5500 very impressive stag sold to Charles Reid Traquair station. 

E u r o p E a nLOT       No. 23

Good maternal stag. The sire of this stag “Mr Efficiency” was born from the most efficient hind for the year he was 
born. This means she weaned the highest percentage of her body weight.

E u r o p E a nLOT       No. 24

Maximilian son over a remarkables hind. Note the 11 month and 15 month weight of this stag.

E u r o p E a nLOT       No. 20

Eastern sire over an English hind with a good weaning weight, 11 month and 15 month weight. Strong loin 
weight.

E u r o p E a nLOT       No. 21
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Sale lots

LOT 24 Pedigree

Age Body Weight Alexei
Mar (3mnth) 65.5 Kabul
Oct (11mnth) 113.5 BFP 59/92
Feb (15 mnth) 137 Wabul
Sale day weight Heinrich 
Estimated loin weight 4.08 BFP 602/97
Carcass lean weight BV 1.30 BFP 031/93
EBV 12 month 5.02 717/P/2010

WFL
WFL

WFL
WF 623/02

WFL
WFL

WFL

Sa
le

 l
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 n

o
.  2

5

717 going back to Kabul through Wabul. Good growth rates and strong loin weight.

E u r o p E a nLOT       No. 25

That’s what works out here.

Another suit from 
the big smoke is the 
last thing you need.

Farming’s a serious business, so you need someone who 
understands life on the land like we do, someone who can 
give you the benefi t of advice learnt from over 100 years.

Ask around about us, or talk to us on sale day 
about our Instant Livestock Cover. 

FM
G
02
93

FMG 0293_AnotherSuit_105x148.indd   1 21/11/12   10:41 AM

trophy & Velvet  
genetics

european trophy & Velvet genetics

eastern  
trophy & Velvet 

genetics

While the focus has been on growth rate to 12 months, we have not ignored the residual value of a venison 
sire or one of our velveters may have through investment we have made in top all round stags.

From the photos shown on this page you can see where our up and coming trophy and velvet stags are 
heading and the potential these stags will have in the future.

Further to the development of our trophy and velvet genetics we are now breeding what we would consider 
as middle road stags achieving 400 SCI at 5 years which is very good for this age of stag. Though add to this 
at other extreme we have been breeding from a German/English cross stag named Infinity that scored 612 
IOA at 5 years. So we are excited with Infinitys potential as he matures.

W

ilkins FarmingLtd

In 2009 we purchased the Eastern herd from Clive and Elsie 
Jermy’s Stanfield European Red Deer Stud.  These continued to 
be sold under the Stanfield banner and facilities until 2011. The 
reason for purchasing this herd was the fact that it was the source 
herd for most of the high performing deer for venison production 
on Deer select originated from. This herd came with the added 
bonus that it is renowned for being the best source of Eastern 
European Red Deer genetics not only for body size but also velvet 
and antler performance.

After speaking to several people in the Trophy hunting circles we 
came to the conclusion that the hunters were after long, wide, 
clean heads which is what the Eastern are well known for.
The structure they can provide crossed with the multipoint English 
deer is hard to beat. 

This coupled with the big frame and fast growth rates of the 
Eastern compliments what we are already achieving at Wilkins 
Farming through their other Red Deer genetics.

The potential shown with Trophy and Velvet can be seen by some 
stand out examples; Callum Patterson of Ida Valley has a Heinrich 
VI son cutting 11.7 kgs of Velvet at 5years November 2011. Along 
with a number of industry greats for Antler - Slavonski, Lazslo, 
Sergei and Maximilian to name a few that have made their mark 
out of this herd.

Pictured:  
Maximilian  
at 7 years.



Mach SeVen

yeSenin

wf 65/06

SerGei

MeGaMilian

wf 35/03

MaxiMilian

SBP 293/96

MaxiMilian

SBP 9/91

BruSniK

wf 28/94

roManian

roManian

SBP 209/03

aGe Body weiGht

Mar (3 Mth) 73.5

Oct (11 Mth) 124.5

eStiMated loin weiGht

4.69

carcaSS lean weiGht BV

7.40

eBV 12 Month

22.45
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Semen Sires
for breeding by Artificial Insemination

Mach Seven

Semen Sires
VeniSon SireS

•	 yesenin

•	megamilian

•	megatoo

•	 rocky

•	 144 Orange 05

•	mach Seven

Details of these stags can be seen on our website (wilkinsfarming.
co.nz) along with other sires that may be of interest to you. prices 
are competitive and negotiable depending on sire availability and 
volume required. In some cases semen may only be available 
subject to availability or collection.

Mach	Seven	shown	at	2	years	•	European

aGe date
Body 

weiGht
hard 

antler

5 Feb 2012 330kG 612 IOa
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Semen Sires
for breeding by Artificial Insemination

Infinity

infinity

williaM john

foV 3996/03

charleS ruPert

wredeSon

foV 2761/01

wrede

foV 120/86

warnhaM ParK

lancelot

SBP 269/94

jurden

foV 1168/95

SBP 137/96

warnhaM ParK

Semen Sires
all-rounder eaStern
big bodied with huge long wide antlers
•	maximilian
•	maximilian II
•	 Vladimir
•	milano
•	Heinrich VI

enGliSh/GerMan
•	 Infinity
•	 peel

Details of these stags can be seen on our website 
(wilkinsfarming.co.nz) along with other sires that 
may be of interest to you. prices are competitive 
and negotiable depending on sire availability and 
volume required. In some cases semen may only be 
available subject to availability or collection.

Infinity	shown	at	5	years	•	English/German

4342
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Schedule of 
Foundation Sires

Schedule of 
Foundation Sires

All Sires featured can be found on our website:

www.wilkinsfarming.co.nz

Pictured: Maximilian at 7 years

4544

PGG Wrightson offers a wide range of products and services drawing on the 
knowledge of over 2,700 staff based in New Zealand, Australia and South 
America your requirement, whether it’s re-sowing a paddock, buying and 
selling livestock, or searching for the ideal property, it’s likely we can cover it.

Rural Supplies
Livestock Services
Real Estate
Financial Services
Insurance
Wool
Seed & Grain
Animal Health & Nutrition
Irrigation & Pumping
Training & Consultancy
Horticultural Supplies

0800 367 744
www.pggwrightson.co.nz

We cover
the field

PGG Wrightson Limited

PGGW_A5.indd   1 20/10/09   8:15 AM



This super sire has changed the face of 
eastern breeding. A spectacular 392kg 
at 6  years with 13.1kg H/A, his first 
crop of sons were up to 256kg, antler 
spread  46”, antler weight 9.05kg, 
with prices up to $53,000. In Stanfields 
January 06 sale they had a remarkable 
maximilian son with antlers at 48.5” 
wide and 24 points. He made $40,000 
and was purchased by ross Green.

Of all the eastern sires Stanfields 
have bred with since 1984 maximilian 
is indisputably No.1. He is the sire 
that features most prominently in all 
pedigrees of Deer Select sires. And has 
produced 2 year  sires with sale day 
weights up to 262kgs. He is currently at 
(Oct 2011) bV 18.5

We still breed strategically with 
maximilian by AI with limited semen 
stocks we still maintain.

005/93

4/11/93
137kG

heinrich

Katrina

8kG SAII
83/529 7/6/83
339kG

72/44 1/6/72
136kG

Godollo hunGary

11.86KG ha

63/tito 1/6/63

yuGo

nicholai

9.9kG HA
11/y/92 1/6/92
324kG

237

32

leoPould ii

1/6/84

red 41

leoPould ii

1/6/84

160

aGe
Body 

weiGht
hard antler

2 250 5.6

3 312 8.15

4 340 9

5 370 12.15

6 392 13.1

7 370
13.8kgs,  

28 Points,  
468 ioa

Godollo hunGary
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Maximilian
F o u N D a t I o N  S I R e 

Pure eastern  
Shown at 7 years (deceased 2005) 

Blue 13
F o u N D a t I o N  S I R e

German • Shown at 7 years
(deceased)

42

 

 BLUE 13 
 GERMAN 

Shown at 7 years 

Blue 13 is one of the very few direct sons of the world renowned King Richard from 
Josef Festl’s Wildgehege Park and is still being breed from today.  Blue 13 weighed 
178kgs at two years.  He is leaving consistent lines of deer with his large body and even 
velvet conformation.  He was weighed in January 1999 at 295kgs. 
 
 Blue 13 has had a number of sons cutting between 5.5kgs and 6kgs of velvet at Wilkins 
Farming.  Blue 13 has an inside span of 39 inches with very good length in brow and 
bez tynes. 

Festl

King Richard

BLUE 13 Festl

48/55

 
 
 
 

       
         

AGE BODY WEIGHT VELVET
2 178kgs 2.43kgs
3 3.5kgs
4 4.7kgs
5 4.9kgs
6 5.0kgs
7 295kgs 5.0kgs
8 5.2kgs
9 Hard Antler

@ 9 Years
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Schedule of 
Future Sires

All Sires featured can be found on our website:

www.wilkinsfarming.co.nz

Pictured: Milano at  3 years

Schedule of 
Future Sires
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Fredrich
F o u N D a t I o N  S I R e 

Hungarian• Shown at 8 years
(deceased)  

41

SCHEDULE OF FOUNDATION SIRES 
     

 

FREDRICH 
HUNGARIAN 
Shown at 8 years 

“Fredrich” born 1990, was a very large animal whose velvet was exceptional.  At two 
years he cut 5.02kgs of top grade velvet and had a liveweight in excess of 200kgs which 
in 1992 was exceptional. In 1993 as a three year old he cut 6.6kgs.  Unfortunately at this 
stage Fredrich had one side of the antler grow with a malformation in lower tynes, but 
this did not affect the two main beams. 
Fredrich’s velvet and body weights have been very impressive in every age group.  At 
eight years he cut 9.3kgs of velvet, which had a circumference of 39cm at the base, and 
his body weight was 330kgs.  Fredrich had a very quiet temperament and was very 
approachable and easily handled. 
 
Fredrich’s progeny statistics certainly show the breeding worth this stag has had for us. 
Weaners were at 98kgs by May since 1999. 

                                                                             Hungarian
Kapos

Hungarian
FREDRICH

Red

15/77 
No 1

AGE BODY WEIGHT VELVET
2 202kgs 5.02kgs
3 6.6kgs
4 6.6kgs
5 7.1kgs
6 8.5kgs
7 310kgs (December) 8.6kgs
8 330kgs (January) 9.3kgs
9 9.5kgs
10 332kgs (January) 8.8kgs

@ 10 years
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Mach SeVen

yeSenin

wf 65/06

SerGei

MeGaMilian

wf 35/03

MaxiMilian

SBP 293/96

MaxiMilian

SBP 9/91

BruSniK

wf 28/94

roManian

roManian

SBP 209/03

aGe Body weiGht

Mar (3 Mth) 73.5

Oct (11 Mth) 124.5

eStiMated loin weiGht

4.69

carcaSS lean weiGht BV

7.40

eBV 12 Month

22.45

up and coming sire. This boy has it all 
for producing venison. estimated loin 
4.69 (1 kg above average). carcass lean 
weight 7.4 nearly 3 times the average. 
One of the highest ebV stags bred in 
NZ for born 2008

MeGaMilian @3yrS

yeSenin @6yrS

88-y-08

Milan

06/183

MaxiMilian

heinrich Vi

03/219

SerGei

98/173

heinrich

00/1017

mAxImILIAN

nicholai

93/005

01/419

This stag was retained from the 2011 
sale line up, to enable us to keep 
developing the antler structure the 
eastern bloodline offers. 

His head being very wide with good 
length plus he has very good body 
weights and gives us another mating 
option being a milan son. He was used 
across a selection of hinds in 2011 and 
his first sons will be on the ground now.

2011 as you can see above, he has 
grown a very impressive multi-point 
wide head, 35 inch inside span.

12 month ebV 13.17. estimated loin 
weight 3.45.

aGe date
Body 

weiGht
Growth

rate (Grade)

weanInG 62

6Mths 101

11Mths 136

15Mths 152

2 Jan 2011 225

3 Feb 2012 366 IOa
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5150

Mach Seven
S I R e  o F  t H e  F u t u R e

Shown	at	2	years	•	European

Milano
S I R e  o F  t H e  F u t u R e

Shown at 3 years • Eastern
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Notes

MS1284

KAIWAKA 

WARM. DRY. COMFORTABLE.

CONTACT US TO FIND 
YOUR NEAREST RETAILER

CALL: 0800 524 9252 / EMAIL: sales@kaiwakaclothing.co.nz
www.kaiwakaclothing.co.nz

New Zealand’s leading manufacturer of rugged wet weather, protective outdoor performance clothing.

5352
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Map to Sale location

TE MAIRE 
George and Laura Williams 

678 Matheson Road 
Hawkes Bay

At Bank of New Zealand, we are passionate about supporting industries that are at the  
forefront of driving New Zealand’s economic development and success. Whether you’re just  
starting out or have big plans for expansion, BNZ Partners are here to help. Our Agribusiness  
specialists make the effort to understand your financial requirements firsthand, they take 
the time to understand your business so they can provide tailored advice and solutions to 
help it grow. To find out how we can help with your success, talk to one of our Agribusiness 
Partners today. 

Proud to support  
Wilkins Farming.

Aaron McKenzie Corporate Agribusiness Partner 03 214 6724
Luke Macpherson Agribusiness Partner 03 214 6710
Conrad Ward Agribusiness Partner 03 214 6776 
Kent Anderson Agribusiness Partner 03 214 6739

BNZ Partners  bnzpartners.co.nz

5554



www.wilkinsfarming.co.nz
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For any enquiries contact

or contact your local specialist  
Deer Livestock Agent

Michael Wilkins  
 Phone 027 249 9317    

Email mike@wilkinsfarming.co.nz

Pauline Pattullo 
Livestock Genetics Manager   

Phone 027 473 0864   
Email deer@wilkinsfarming.co.nz

Quantum 
46464


